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Conformational instability of rodlike polyelectrolytes due to counterion fluctuations
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The effective elasticity of highly charged stiff polyelectrolytes is studied in the presence of counterions, with
and without added salt. The rigid polymer conformations may become unstable due to an effective attraction
induced by counterion density fluctuations. Instabilities at the longest, or intermediate length scales, may signal
collapse to globule, or necklace states, respectively. In the presence of added salt, a generalized electrostatic
persistence length is obtained, which has a nontrivial dependence on the Debye screening length. It is also
found that the onset of conformational instability is a reentrant phenomenon as a function of polyelectrolyte
length for the unscreened case, and the Debye length or salt concentration for the screened case. This may be
relevant in understanding the experimentally observed reentrant condensation of DNA.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A polyelectrolyte~PE! is an ionic polymer which when
dissolved in polar solvents dissociates into a long polym
chain~macroion!, and small mobilecounterions. Because of
the electrostatic repulsion of the uncompensated charge
the polymer, the chain is stretched out to rodlike conform
tions. Naively, one may expect that the higher charges on
polyelectrolyte lead to more rodlike configurations. This
not the case, as the tendency towards extended shap
opposed by stronger attraction to the counterions. The la
may condense on a highly charged polyelectrolyte, givin
a much lower apparent charge@1,2#, and resulting in a lower
stiffness. Nonetheless, in a mean-field~Poisson-Boltzmann!
treatment of the counterions, the conformation of the po
electrolyte is stretched@3,4#.

On the other hand, it is now well known from exper
ments@5,6#, simulations@7#, and analytical theories@8–10#
that highly charged flexible polyelectrolytes~such as poly-
styrene sulfhonate! can collapse in the presence of multiv
lent counterions to highly compact states. Stiff polyelect
lytes ~such as DNA! could also collapse@11#, and rodlike
polyelectrolytes may form bundles@12–14#, under similar
conditions. To account for these effects, an attractive in
action capable of competing with the residual coulomb
pulsion ~of the polyelectrolyte backbones with compensa
charge densities! is needed. Note that the situation is mo
subtle for stiff polyelectrolytes due to their intrinsic rigidit
@15,16,18–20#.

To understand the origin of the attractive interaction, co
sider two like-charged substrates on which counterions
condensed. As the two objects approach each other, the c
terions may rearrange their positions. Anycorrelated sepa-
ration of chargesnow leads to anattraction whose range is
of the order of the ‘‘correlation hole’’ of the counterions o
each substrate. Several different mechanisms may lea
correlated charge separation:

~i! At low temperatures, the counterions form a Wign
1063-651X/2002/66~5!/051802~7!/$20.00 66 0518
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crystal on the charged substrate, which leads to an attrac
interaction with a range set by the lattice spacing@21–25#.

~ii ! Specific binding of counterions to the substrate is a
other mechanism for charge separation@26#. In this case the
periodicity, and hence the range of the attraction, is dicta
by the underlying structure of the substrate, such as
double helical structure of DNA along which the charg
phosphate groups are located.

~iii ! Thermal fluctuations can also induce instantane
charge separations, which intercorrelate on the two obje
leading to an attraction similar to the van der Waals inter
tion. Since the dominant fluctuations have wavelengths
the order of the separation of the objects, the range of
attraction is set by the distance between them; i.e., the in
action is long ranged@2,3,22,27–29#.

~iv! Finally, it has been proposed that the macroions c
be overcharged by the condensing counterions due to
gain in correlation energy@30#. Consequently, when two
such macroions are brought close to each other in a neu
izing solution, the distribution of the counterions can
asymmetric leading, at each instant, to one overcharged
one undercharged macroion@31,32#. This mechanism will
lead to an instantaneous ordinary long-ranged Coulomb
traction between the two decorated macroions, and is re
niscent of covalent bonding in atomic systems where
macroions are effectively sharing a fraction of their co
densed counterions@32#.

As thermal fluctuations clearly set the energy scale for
relevance of these different attractive interactions, one m
naturally ask the following question@33,34#: Is room tem-
perature ‘‘high’’ or ‘‘low’’ for DNA or actin condensation, or
bundle formation? In regards to this question, one sho
note that although an actual Wigner crystal may appear
fetched on the surface of DNA or actin at room temperatu
remnants of such a structure may survive for multivale
counterions.

Since it is just the local charge separation that is nee
for the ‘‘zero-temperature’’ mechanism, and not the lon
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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range order of the global structure, a liquid phase should
lead to an attraction provided that some short-range o
persists. Consequently, it seems that both types of inte
tions are in effect at room temperature, and the domin
mechanism should be determined by comparing the rang
the interaction and the distance between the macroi
While the short-ranged interactions seem to play a domin
role in bundle formation@21–26,28#, there seems to be
consensus that they are not capable of actually collapsin
single DNA or actin chain@16,17#, and thus the long-range
interaction caused by thermal fluctuations may be resp
sible for the observed condensation@11,18#.

In this paper, we focus on the long wavelength behav
of polyelectrolytes. Our approach is complementary to t
of the ‘‘Wigner liquid’’ theories@16,17#, whose local formu-
lation corresponds to examination of short wavelength
havior. They find that the softening contribution to the p
sistence length, due to the Wigner liquid correlations, is
large enough to fully compensate the mechanical stiffn
and render a null persistence length which would trig
chain collapse. We also find that the softening contribution
the rigidity, due to charge fluctuations, at the smallest len
scales is never strong enough to completely negate the
bending rigidity and obtain collapseat these scales, but
rather the ‘‘collapse’’ occurs at higher length scales due
longer wavelength charge fluctuations. Additional corre
tions at short length scales, as might be obtained wit
Wigner liquid, should not affect the large-scale behav
which is the domain of our theory.

To this end, we employ path integral methods@29,35# to
study the energy cost of deforming a stiff and highly charg
polyelectrolyte in the presence of thermally fluctuating cou
terions@18#. In particular, consider a chain of lengthL, with
a microscopic persistence length,p and the average separ
tion a between the charges on its backbone, in a neutraliz
solution of counterions of valencez. The polyelectrolyte is
considered highly charged whena is less than the Bjerrum
length,B5e2/ekBT, wheree is the dielectric constant of th
solvent. ~For water at room temperature,,B.7.1 Å.! We
calculate the effective free energy of a fluctuating polyel
trolyte as a perturbative expansion in the deformatio
around an average rodlike structure. The linear stability
this structure is controlled by a spectrumE(k) as a function
of the deformation wave vectork. A negative value ofE(k)
signals an instability at the corresponding wavelength, le
ing to the phase diagrams as in Figs. 1 and 2. In particu
both in the presence of salt and in salt-free conditions~see
Figs. 1 and 2!, we find that counterion fluctuationscannot
trigger collapse of a stiff polyelectrolyte,unlessit has a mi-
croscopic persistence length less than a critical value of

,p
c5D iaz4S ,B

a D 3S 12
a

z,B
D 2

. ~1!

The index i refers to either added-salt~as! or salt-free~sf!
conditions, with corresponding numerical constantsDas and
Ds f which are given later. For,p,,p

c , there is a finite do-
main of intermediate polyelectrolyte lengthsL, for which a
collapsed conformation is favored.
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For a low concentration of added salt, we find an effect
persistence length of

Lp5,p1
a~a/,B!3

16z4S 12
a

z,B
D 2

~ka!2 ln2S 1

kaD 2
c2

2k lnS 1

kaD ,

~2!

wherek21 is the Debye screening length, related to the s
~number! densityn via k254p,Bn, and c2 is a numerical
constant given below. The above expression, which is anon-
trivial generalization of the Odijk-Skolnick-Fixman~OSF!
electrostatic persistence length@36#, is a sum of repulsive
~1! and attractive (2) electrostatic contributions. It can
therefore be negative under certain conditions, which
take as an indication of a conformational instability of t
rodlike polyelectrolyte~tendency to collapse!. This occurs in
the regions of the phase diagram indicated in Fig. 2, and o
for persistence lengths less than a critical value given by
~1! above. A similar ‘‘softening’’ contribution to the rigidity
and an associated conformational instability, can also be

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for the salt-free case, forz54. The pa-
rametersa51.7 Å andk051023p/L are used.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for the added-salt case, for different
ues of the counterion valencez.
2-2
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CONFORMATIONAL INSTABILITY OF RODLIKE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051802 ~2002!
tained for charged membranes@37#. There are related insta
bilities caused by surface-fluctuation-induced interactio
between the stiff polymers on membranes@38#.

We also find that the onset of conformational instability
a reentrant phenomenon as a function of polyelectro
length for the unscreened case, and the Debye length or
concentration for the screened case. This may be releva
understanding the reentrant condensation of DNA that
been observed experimentally@39#, but note that the alterna
tive explanations for this phenomenon also exist in the
erature@40#.

II. THE MODEL

We consider a polyelectrolyte oriented along thex axis,
and parametrize its transverse deviations from a straight
by a two-component vectorr (x). By assuming a single val
ued function r (x), we implicitly neglect overhangs an
knots, as sketched in Fig. 3. The embedding of the polye
trolyte in space is thus described by the three-compon
vector RW (x)5„x,r (x)…. For each conformation of the poly
electrolyte, we would like to calculate a constrained partit
functionZ@RW # by integrating over all possible configuration
of the counterions in the solution. We do this by using
phenomenological model, which generalizes the previ
work by Ha and Liu@28# ~and is referred to as the Ha-Li
model henceforth!, within which the restricted partition func
tion is written as

Z@RW #[e2bH eff[RW ]

5e2bH p[RW ]E Dq~x!expH 2
1

2E dx

a

@q~x!2q0#2

~dq!2

2,B2E dx

a

dx8

a

q~x!q~x8!e2kuRW (x)2RW (x8)u

uRW ~x!2RW ~x8!u J . ~3!

In this equation, the energy cost for the deformations of
polyelectrolyte is characterized by an intrinsic bending
ergy described by the Hamiltonian

bH p@R#5
,p

2 E dx~]x
2RW !2, ~4!

FIG. 3. Schematic of the extended polyelectrolyte parametri
by R(x)5„x,r (x)….
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and a fluctuating electrostatic self-energy. The fluctuat
linear charge distribution on the PE is characterized b
Gaussian distribution, with the mean~corresponding to the
average renormalized charge density and read off from
exact Fuoss-Katchalsky-Lifson solution for an infinitely lon
uniformly charged rod@41#! given by q05a/z,B and the
variance given by (dq)25z(12a/z,B) @28,42#. It should be
noted that we have included the effect of a low density
added salt in the above equation by adding a screening
@43#. The salt-free case corresponds tok50.

III. EFFECTIVE ELASTICITY OF THE
POLYELECTROLYTE

We next use the methods of Refs.@29,35# to calculate an
effective Hamiltonian from the above Gaussian path integ
perturbatively in the deformation fieldr (x). We can rewrite
the expression in Eq.~3! above as

Z@RW #5e2bH p[RW ] 2[Lq0
2/2a(dq)2]E Dq~x!

3expH 2
1

2E dx

a

dx8

a
q~x!M ~x,x8!q~x8!

1
q0

~dq!2E dx

a
q~x!J , ~5!

where

M ~x,x8!5
a

~dq!2 d~x2x8!1
,Be2kuRW (x)2RW (x8)u

uRW ~x!2RW ~x8!u
. ~6!

Functional integration overq(x) then yields

bH eff5bH p@RW #1
Lq0

2

2a~dq!2 1
1

2
ln det$M ~x,x8!%

2
1

2

q0
2

~dq!4E dx

a

dx8

a
M 21~x,x8!. ~7!

Now we can write

M ~x,x8!5M0~x2x8!1dM ~x,x8!, ~8!

or alternatively in Fourier space

M ~k,k8!52pd~k1k8!M0~k!1dM ~k,k8!, ~9!

in which

M0~k!5a~dq!22,B ln@~k21k2!a2#, ~10!

and expand Eq.~7! in powers ofdM . To the leading order,
this yields

bH eff5bH p1bF01
1

2
tr~M0

21dM !

1
1

2

q0
2

~dq!4 S dM ~k50,k850!

@M0~k50!#2 D . ~11!

d

2-3
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In the above equation, the trace term is an attrac
fluctuation-induced effective free energy, and the term p
portional toq0

2 is a repulsive electrostatic~self-! free energy.
The constant termbF0 is independent of the deformation
and thus plays no role in the effective elasticity of the cha
It will be neglected henceforth.

Using the definition ofM @Eq. ~6!#, and the expansion
about the rodlike configuration, we find to the leading ord

dM ~k,2k!5E dp

2p
ur ~p!u2H a

2~dq!2 p22,Bp2

3 ln@~k21k2!a2#2
,B

2
~k21k2!

3 ln@~k21k2!a2#1
,B

4
@~p1k!21k2#

3 ln@~p1k!2a21~ka!2#1
,B

4
@~p2k!21k2#

3 ln@~p2k!2a21~ka!2#J . ~12!

We can then use the expressions forM0(k) @Eq. ~10!#, and
dM (k,2k) @Eq. ~12!# and put them into Eq.~11! to find the
effective Hamiltonian. We find

bH eff@r ~x!#5
1

2E dk

2p
E~k!ur ~k!u21O~r 4!, ~13!

where

E~k!5,pk4

1
q0

2,B

2a2 H ~k21k2!ln@~k21k2!a2#2k2 ln@~ka!2#

F112S ,B

a D ~dq!2 lnS 1

kaD G2 J
2

,B

2a
~dq!2E dp

2pH ~p21k2!ln@~p21k2!a2#

12S ,B

a D ~dq!2 ln@~p21k2!a2#

2
@~k1p!21k2# ln@~k1p!2a21~ka!2#

12S ,B

a D ~dq!2 ln@~p21k2!a2# J 1tk2.

~14!

The above expression for the elastic kernel consists
four different contributions:

~i! The intrinsic rigidity of the polyelectrolyte, which ha
a regulark4 dependence corresponding to curvature elas
ity.

~ii ! A repulsive contribution corresponding to electrosta
stiffening of the polyelectrolyte. This is a generalization
the wave-vector-dependent rigidity first introduced by Bar
05180
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and Joanny@3,44#, and has a nonanalyticalk dependence for
k50. @In fact, one can simply recover their formula by se
ting (dq)250.#

~iii ! A fluctuation-induced attractive term that compet
with the previous two contributions and tends to soften
polyelectrolyte.

~iv! A term corresponding to line tension renormalizati
with a k2 dependence. In general, one can show that suc
term should be absent since the rotational symmetry of
original Hamiltonian for a polyelectrolyte requiresE(k)/k2

→0 in the limit k→0 @45#. Since the other terms in Eq.~14!
above have a nonvanishing limit ask→0, one can simply
tunet in such a way that the overall line tension vanishes
that limit @46#.

We now examine two limiting cases of the above result
more detail.

A. Salt-free solution

The salt-free case is relevant to situations in which
screening length is much larger than the length of the po
electrolyte, i.e., fork21@L. Also, in this limit the deforma-
tion energy is a nonanalytic function ofk, and taking thek
50 limit of Eq. ~14! requires some care:

E~k!5

S q0
2

a2D ,Bk2 lnF S k

k0
D 2

11G
2F112~dq!2S ,B

a D lnS L

aD G2 2B1uku31,pk4,

~15!

with k0!p/L being a cutoff, which in the absence of scree
ing is required for a polyelectrolyte@47#. Note that
]k2E(k)uk→050 to ensure the rotational symmetry, and th
Eq. ~15! is not just the first few terms in a low-k expansion.
The constantB1 is

B15E
0

L/a dx

4p

~11x2!lnu
x2

x221
u22x lnu

x11

x21
u13

~a/,B!

2~dq!2 1 lnS L/a

x D .

~16!

The integralB1 very slowly depends on (dq)2(,B /a) for
typical values, and can be best approximated asB1
.c1 /ln2(L/a) with c1.0.101.

The spectrum of the deformation modes in Eq.~15! con-
sists of an electrostatic repulsion term@that yields the famil-
iar spectrum of a flexible polyelectrolyte in the limit (dq)2

50 @45,48##. The fluctuation-induced attraction reduces t
energy cost, and could even lead to an instability at sho
length scales@49#. The rigidity term,pk4 is the largest power
of k included in Eq.~15! and ensures stability at the shorte
scales. A negative value ofE(k) for any k indicates a linear
instability; the onset of which can be tracked by finding t
point when the minimum of the spectrum, determined fro
dE(k)/dk50, hits the line E(k)50. This corresponds
2-4
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CONFORMATIONAL INSTABILITY OF RODLIKE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051802 ~2002!
to the criterion,p5,p
c , where the critical persistence lengt

,p
c is given by Eq.~1! above, with

Dsf5
c1

2

ln2S L

aD lnF c1

2,pk0 ln2~L/a!G
. ~17!

For ,p,,p
c , there is domain of unstable modes fork2,k

,k1 , where

k65
c1

2,p ln2~L/a!
@16A12,p /,p

c#. ~18!

The spectrum of modes given by Eq.~15! is plotted in Fig. 4.
To determine the effect of the unstable modes on the con
mation of the polyelectrolyte, we should compare the wa
vectors withp/L. There are three possibilities:

~i! For k1,p/L, the unstable modes cannot be acces
and the polyelectrolyte has anextendedstructure.

~ii ! For k2,p/L,k1 , long wavelength modes hav
negative energy. Their unstable growth is likely to lead to
collapse of the whole chain.

~iii ! For p/L,k2 , the longest wavelength (;p/L) are
stable, but there is a range of unstable wavelengths. W
the linear stability cannot determine the eventual state of
polyelectrolyte, the presence of a finite length scale co
well be the precursor of anecklacestructure.

The corresponding phase diagram is depicted in Fig. 1
suggested boundary between the collapsed and other ph
is obtained fromk65p/L, as

FIG. 4. The energy spectrumE(k) for the salt-free regime show
ing the unstable modes.
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,p

a
5

S L

aD
p ln2S L

aD F c12

S L

aD lnS p

Lk0
D

4pz4S ,B

a D 3S 12
a

z,B
D 2G , ~19!

and has a nearly parabolic shape, leading to the reen
extended states@50#.

B. Added-salt solution

The addition of salt leads to a finite screening lengthk21,
and fork21!L, the spectrumE(k) given by Eq.~13! is an
analytic function ofk with a well-defined power expansion
The lowest-order term in the expansion is proportional tok4,
whose coefficient can be regarded as the ‘effective rigid
of the polyelectrolyte, and given by

Lp5,p1
1

4

q0
2,B

F112~dq!2S ,B

a D lnS 1

kaD G2

~ka!2

2
B22

k
,

~20!

in which

B25E
0

1/ka dx

4p

11x412x221

~x211!3H ~a/,B!

~dq!2 1 lnF ~1/ka!211

x211 G J .

~21!

Again, the integralB2 has a very slow dependence o
(dq)2(,B /a) for typical values, and can be best approx
mated asB2.c2 /ln(1/ka) with c2.0.288, leading to the
effective persistence length given in Eq.~2!. It is interesting
to note that a similar result has been predicted for s
polyampholytes@51#.

Interestingly, Eq.~20! reproduces the OSF electrostat
persistence length in the limit (dq)250 @36#, with a reduced
charge densityq0. Upon including the counterion fluctua
tions (dq)25” 0, there is a reduction of the repulsive term,
well as the appearance of an attractive term. As a result,
polyelectrolyte ‘‘rigidity’’ ~effective persistence length! can
become very low and even have negative values, which
take as an indication of a conformational instability~col-
lapse!. Using this criterion (Lp50), we obtain the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 4 which like the salt-free case ha
nearly parabolic shape, with a maximum that yields the cr
cal persistence length given in Eq.~1! with Das5c2

2

.0.0829. Once more, its shape suggests that the instab
is a reentrant effect. Note that the critical persistence len
for the case with added salt is larger than the salt-free ca

IV. DISCUSSION

The above results can be related to some experime
findings concerning polyelectrolyte elasticity in the presen
of multivalent counterions. In a direct single DNA manip
lation experiment, Baumannet al. used a force-measurin
optical tweezer to determine the elastic properties
2-5
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R. GOLESTANIAN AND T. B. LIVERPOOL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051802 ~2002!
l-bacteriophage DNA in the presence of multivalent coun
rions @52#. They observed that the apparent persistent len
of the DNA ~extracted from force-extension curves using t
wormlike chain model! goes down to as low as 250–300 Å
which is well below the fully saturated high salt value 450
500 Å ~denoted as,p above! in the presence of multivalen
ions @52#. This is in agreement with the generalized effecti
persistence length given in Eq.~2!. There may be, of course
other contributions to the effective persistence length com
from the other types of charge correlations.

Flexible polyelectrolytes have also been shown to c
lapse in the presence of divalent ions@6#. Interestingly, there
is an evidence that for sodium polyacrylate chains the c
lapsed states are not always compact spherical shap
lower salt concentrations@6#, and may have cigarlike o
pearl-necklace shapes. This is in agreement with the res
we obtained in the salt-free regime.

We now conclude with a qualitative summary of the n
ture of the results, and the range of their validity. From
mensional analysis, it is easy to show thatunscreenedCou-
lomb interactions make a contribution of,B(k/a)2 to the
rigidity spectrumE(k). In the PB solution, due to charg
condensation, the strength of this term is reduced by a fa
of q0

25(a/z,B)2. If the charge density on the polyelectrolyt
is allowed to fluctuate, it is further reduced, and the Coulo
rigidity goes down by a factor of (dq)4(,B /a)2 ln2(L/a),
with (dq)25z(12q0). However, these reductions do n
change the overall sign which still prefers a rodlike structu
An attractive ~destabilizing! contribution is generated b
fluctuation-induced interactions which are typically indepe
dent of microscopic parameters, and hence make a cont
tion of 2k3 to E(k). In comparison to the leading Coulom
contribution, the latter corrections become important atshort
scalesof order of a2/,B . We thus may well question the
applicability of continuum formulations to describe such
short-distance instability. In hindsight, the phase diagram
Figs. 2 and Fig. 3 indicate that the prefactors involved
softening of the residual repulsion conspire to make the
tual instability lengths quite large (;z4,B

3/a2), and thus the
f-

es

R
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continuum formulation should hold for a large portion
these phase diagrams@53#.

Another potential concern is the choice of the charge v
ance (dq)2. While our approach ignores the finite size of th
counterions and allows for a large number of them to
condensed in the vicinity of a single charged group on
polyelectrolyte, there are other models that have restric
this number to 1@8,25#. Given the relatively large radius o
DNA and actin as compared to the size of typical counte
ons, the restriction of this number to 1 seems to be artific
as it leads erroneously to zero charge fluctuations at c
plete condensation. Nonetheless, we believe that conside
the finite size of the counterions in a realistic way will ce
tainly be a worthwhile improvement of our approach. F
nally, the instability analysis performed here only provid
us with information concerning the onset of a conformatio
change. The final structure of the collapsed chain is natur
beyond this linear stability analysis@11,54#.

It is known experimentally that different counterions wi
the same valence may behave differently as collaps
agents. The difference is usually attributed to the modifi
tions in the microscopic structure of the polyelectrolyte th
take place upon binding of the counterions@11#. It is thus
plausible that the microscopic features that distinguish
tween different counterions with the same electrostatic pr
erties can be encoded in a single parameter~the microscopic
persistence length! which normally depends only on the loca
microscopic structure of the polyelectrolyte backbone.
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